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End-of-life care is a complicated business. An intricate matrix
of medical, ethical, legal, financial and cultural aspects confront
those involved in the patient’s care, and complex decisions have
to be made, many times without knowing what the ‘correct’
decision is. One is often unable to delineate the delicate line
between effective care and medical futility. The aims of the treatment are also difficult to define as medical personnel commonly
view life extension as the ultimate goal, but quality of life is
no less important, not to mention meaning of life – which is
impossible to evaluate and quantitate.
Feeding an incompetent, demented geriatric patient is a
common challenge that raises the above questions on a daily
basis. Since eating is such a basic component of life, losing the
ability to perform it is a major blow to our integrity as human
beings. The result of this inability is a combination of medical
problems (malnutrition, aspiration) and psychological problems
(being dependent on others, losing the joy of eating). Therefore,
the decision to stop nutritional support [1] is almost inconceivable. However, providing the required adequate nutrition can
sometime become a major technical challenge, and technical
solutions are indeed available. If possible, careful spoon feeding is evidently the preferred approach, when the swallowing
mechanism is functional. Although time consuming, this method
maintains the humanistic approach, by allowing for an ongoing,
direct interpersonal relationship, and maintaining the joys of
eating, smelling and tasting.
When one loses the ability to swallow, tube feeding is needed
and several options do exist: nasogastric tube is the simplest
to insert, but may be uncomfortable for the patient; it is easily
removed, but it may be associated with increased risk of aspiration. More invasive techniques include the insertion of a gastric
or a jejunal feeding tube. The main advantage of these, after
overcoming the difficulty of insertion, is the ease of use coupled
with the relative comfort of the patient. With the introduction
of percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy [2], the insertion of a
gastric tube without the need for a surgical procedure became a
very attractive option to provide feeding when the oral route is
no longer effective.
As with many new useful techniques, the initial excitement led
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to widespread adoption, and PEG is now considered a routine
procedure indicated for most cases of inability to feed orally.
However, one has to remember that no technique is devoid of
complications [3] and we must be wary of the slippery slope
of overuse [4]. PEG has been attributed advantages that were
never proven to be true, like prevention of aspiration or the
prolongation of life. In fact, studies have shown that the opposite
is true [5].
With the realization that this ‘miracle’ technique is not a
panacea for the disabled and demented patient, reevaluation of
the indications for PEG insertion was called for. Indeed, studies have shown that PEG may be associated with high 30 day
mortality [6]; it does not improve the patient’s comfort and does
not prevent aspirations [7], despite commonly held precepts [8].
As the pendulum swings, the use of PEG may have decreased
recently [9], and educational interventions may further contribute
to proper selection of patients who can really benefit from this
procedure [10].
In the present issue of IMAJ, the article by Golan et al. [11]
adds another aspect to the debate. It appears that the decision
to insert a PEG in a demented patient is affected by factors other
than the pure care for his or her well-being. Institutional and
financial factors may add pressure to “have the patient PEGed”
before being transferred to another institution, as this may convert him/her from a “complex nursing” patient to a simple one
that can be managed in a state-funded institution. By comparing
the attitudes of physicians who order the PEG for their patients
with those of the patient’s family member and the gastroenterologists who provide this service, Golan and co-authors unveil a
major discrepancy between the ideal situation in which PEG is a
properly indicated procedure performed after a careful selection,
and the common reality familiar to us all. But, one may also
see these differences in opinions between those involved in the
care of the patient as a manifestation of the complexity of these
situations.
It has been shown that the rate of enteral feeding in endstage dementia differs among countries and cultures [12]. When
PEG = percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy
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trying to evaluate the adequacy of the decision on how to feed
the patient, it is important to define the purpose before we start
to measure results and study the outcome. One also has to
define the alternatives in order to perform a valid comparison.
No one will argue that careful spoon feeding [13] is a better way
of showing care to the patient and providing him with adequate
nutrition coupled with humanistic compassion. When possible,
this should be our goal even if it is admittedly a time-consuming
approach. However, when deglutition is abnormal and tube feeding becomes necessary, we can no longer use hand-feeding as a
reference and must compare different methods of tube feeding.
Once we decide it is immoral to stop feeding altogether, despite
the patient being in an end-of-life state, we cannot use survival
as an outcome to measure. If we rely on institutions to provide
care, we cannot disregard the financial and institutional factors
that influence patient care. Playing the holier-than-thou role will
not add much to the discussion. The real question, not really
referred to in Golan’s article, is whether PEG is indeed worse (or
better) than a nasogastric tube.
Are we inserting too many PEGs? Very likely. Should we stop
inserting them? Certainly not. Evidently, the referring doctors
need to be educated about the indications for PEG as opposed
to common and unproven myths. Certainly, family members
should be maximally informed about the pros and cons of the
procedure. Should the gastroenterologists take a more active
role in decision making, or remain the technicians providing this
service? The answer for that is kept with the undersigned...
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Capsule
Eye surgery made simpler
IOPtima, an Israeli company specializing in complex eye surgery
for glaucoma patients, has developed a new laser technology
that promises to transform the difficult and rarely performed
surgery into a commonplace procedure that can be carried
out by regular eye surgeons all over the world. Glaucoma, like
hearing loss, is one of those terrible inevitabilities of aging.
Nicknamed “the silent sight thief,” it is the second leading
cause of blindness in the USA. There is no easy cure and, until
now, medical and surgical treatments have been either risky or
inadequate. IOPtima’s technology comes in the form of a laser
known as the OT134, a device based on carbon dioxide laser
technology – similar to that used on the skin. Glaucoma is caused
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by excessive pressure in the eye. The clear liquid that bathes
the eye’s optic nerves flows through a meshwork, like a drain,
in order to pass out of the eye. But as we age, the fluid gets
clogged in the meshwork and pressure builds up, to the point
that it presses on the optic nerve causing extensive damage
over time. Only a small percentage of eye surgeons around the
world have the painstaking know-how required to relieve this
pressure with a surgical approach, known as trabeculectomy
non-penetrating deep sclerectomy. IOPtima’s technology and
procedure is regarded as simple as a cataract operation.
Israel High-Tech & Investment Report, October 2007
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